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How are you feeling?

Please make sure you talk to your grown ups about how 
you are feeling regularly.  Remember you can also talk 
to myself using seesaw as well if you want to. 



Tuesday 9th February 2021

Spellings.
1. class 5. move
2. grass 6. prove
3. pass 7. improve
4. guess 8. remove

Handwriting.



Wake up shake up!

Just Dance 2019 (Unlimited): Five Little Monkeys - 5 stars - YouTube

Lily has chosen today’s wake up shake up (if I’ve got the right one!) 
Thank you Lily- I had a practise so I am ready to show the children in 
school how it’s done!!!
Please feel free to make suggestions.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L3PFMOjGkvc


Punctuation ladder.
Question marks ????
Read the sentences. Which are statements and which are questions. 
Punctuate them correctly using capital letters, full stops or 
question marks. 

have you ever been ice skating

did you fall over

mrs buckley is terrible at ice skating



Phonics
• Please click on the links for today’s phonics session. Our sound today 

is ‘er’ in rubber.

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/7ibQI2a8/Hn3BJySb

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/pu8DpQrl/lfDZoVLN

Try reading some of these longer words-

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/gfWO7wmY/PBelnt2j

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/7ibQI2a8/Hn3BJySb
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/pu8DpQrl/lfDZoVLN
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/gfWO7wmY/PBelnt2j




The Snail and the Whale by Julie Donaldson

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G_8QS_nyzM8

Watch the story again to remind you of the snails trip around the world…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G_8QS_nyzM8


This week we will be writing the snails diary entry as he travels 
around the world. The snail saw some wonderful sights on his trip 
and he would want to describe them in his diary using some amazing 
adjectives.  

Today we will be writing expanded noun phrases to describe a setting 
or character (a noun- animal, place).

An expanded noun phrase uses 2 adjectives to describe a noun 
(person, animal, place, thing). 



Here are some examples of expanded noun phrases-



Here are some examples in the snails diary…
Tuesday 2nd January 2021.

Dear Diary,

Today has been the most amazing day! This morning I was sitting on the black rock looking out at the sea and 

wondering what is out there. I was feeling fed up. I was so bored with looking at the same rock day after day. 

Then suddenly I had a brainwave! I decided to use my snail slime to write a message on the rock saying ‘Lift 

wanted around the world’. 

A little while later,  I looked out over the bay when I saw an enormous grey blue humpback whale swimming 

towards me! He told me his tales of his trips around the world. He told me about the shimmering ice and coral 

caves, shooting stars and enormous waves. I climbed onto his tail and he swam away into the vast, mysterious 

sea.

First we sailed to a far off land where the air was freezing and I could see my breath. There were towering 

icebergs and hundreds of black and white penguins sliding into the sea and waddling on the ice. 

It was the most mesmerising experience of my life and I will never forget it. I felt so exhilarated to finally be out 

in the big wide world. I cannot wait to see where we will go tomorrow!



How many adjectives can you think of to describe the setting? 
Write down as many as you can…

Use your adjectives to write some expanded noun phrases 
about the setting.



How many adjectives can you think of to describe the setting? Write down as 
many as you can…

Imagine the snail has written a diary entry about arriving here. 
Can you describe what he sees using expanded noun phrases? 
Start by writing-

We sailed to a far off land where…



Challenge!

For an extra challenge today, I would like 
you to write your own diary entry. You can 
choose a day over the weekend, or if you 
would prefer you can think of a day which 
was special to you.
I want to see you writing consistently in 
the past tense and first person. 







Shape

Guess my shape…

My shape has 4 vertices 
and 4 sides. The sides 
are all the same length. 
What shape am I 
thinking of?



Shape

Guess my shape…

My shape is a square!



Shape

Guess my shape…

My shape has 5 vertices 
and 5 sides. What 
shape am I thinking of?



Shape

Guess my shape…

My shape is a 
pentagon!



Shape

Guess my shape…

My shape has 4 
vertices. It has 4 sides, 
two short and 2 long. 
What is my shape?



Shape

Guess my shape…

My shape is a rectangle!



Today we will be learning about symmetry in 2D shapes. 
Something is symmetrical when it is identical on both sides. 

Watch and join in with the video about symmetry in 2D shapes.

Recognising lines of symmetry within 2-D shapes (thenational.academy)

You will need- paper, scissors.

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/recognising-lines-of-symmetry-within-2-d-shapes-chh6ct?activity=video&step=2&view=1










Reflection

What have you learned today?
What do you know now, that you didn’t know at the 
start of the lesson?

What have you found challenging? 
Is there anything from today’s lesson you think you 
need more practise with?



Geography



Geography

The snail and the whale travelled to coral caves. I wonder if they were near at 
the coral reef? Can you find out where the coral reef is in the world? Which 
continent is the coral reef in? What is the weather like? What animals could 
you find in the coral reef?



Which continent is the coral reef in?



Here is Australia. It is in the southern 
hemisphere. 



Geography

Take part in the lesson to learn more about Australia. 

What is Australia like? (thenational.academy)

Either:
Write down 5 facts that you have learned about Australia.
Or
Create a mind map with things you have learned about Australia. 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/what-is-australia-like-ccvk8d

